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Manual cedula catastral informada

Dulce's new web applications system allows the user and bandit, among others. If the message is displayed, the session has started correctly, enter one of the actions proposed in the menu, thanks therefore it is able to create/manage applications. Â € â € â € if you want to delete the years of the value required: you must select the option not to
request the values. The number of it is: 107227, dated: 27/11/15 rã © Gimen: Department of the Community: Montevideo Localitã: Montevideo Matters: 1 Remember that entering the system can consult all the requests you have included. Subsequently, there are filters that allow you to look for the application number or for standard interval. Gustavo
A. (10) is â € â € š to pay is heatâ € â in revision â € â € · Pagured by default, the system assigns a new application with the aforementioned state with payment in revision. It is attached in this e-mail. Sponsor validity date. You will be sent to the declared mailbox, once the payment is made, within 48 hours. On the other hand, if the system notes that
any of the data is not correct, the message is displayed: the information of the master provided by UD has not been found in the system, if we consider that it is correct, communicate with the delegate corresponding office. Â € â € â Fields of the year available: the years must be entered for which you want to obtain the information chosen in the
previous point. In the latter case, only applications belonging to the chosen interval will be shown. It is possible to request only one of the following ã £ TEM: - data on the top floor recorded. That is, if it has been electronically paid, the corktener rate of the legend paid for electronic payment n. 107048 appears instead, if the It is an exonerated
payment, the legend appears (16) 4 contact the aid table if it is necessary to consult the National Directorate of the cadast, in the length contact the aid table that appears to be a form that can be completed with the consultation to be performed. After the information has been admitted, it should be confirmed by the same, confirming the confirmed
boton located at the foot of the form. The direction is: on the right panel, is the request for cadastral divers. Both data are those necessary to enter the system and operate with Â © l. Rodolfo di Fabio - piriapolis@catatro.gub.uymontevideo, national directorate of cadastre -edifice sedepasandã £ Âº, delegate office of cadastre of paysandã £ âºrã or
negro, delegate office of cadastre de rã £ or negro - fray bentirara, delegate office of Cadastre de Rivrarocha, delegate Office de Rochasalto, developed office of Catastro de Saltosan Josã ©, Delegate Office of Cadastre of San Josã © Directorate: ats thirty -tre n â Â ° 626Tetelã © Phano: ats 4342 0957 Eng. Payment number of the application is shown
and the options to continue with the payment or the return (13) important: Advitab, Redpagos and Mail generate such a payment for the application. Â € â € â € â oth · Select the information on the history of the plot: in the drop -down men, the information to be included in the cadarestral with the cadara must be selected. Ã â € Â â break ·
Information to request reference to the values: ãsto š Š â Information to be included: one of the three available options and only one must be selected. Please don't answer this e-mail, thank you very much. In the event that a cup of the common ownership of Montevideo is required and the corresponding number of application is 107185, said the mail:
object: DNC - Difficulty with its application for an informed cup Body: dear user: we inform you that a problem emerged with your application for Cup 107185, dated 30/12/15. b. If you do not have a user, you will be indicated to create a new one. Chieseã ¢ - Canelones@catastro.GUB.UYCANELONES, Delegate of the Office of Cadel de Candelones Cittã del CostireCiã³n: ã ¢ Av. Giannatasio Km. If, on the other hand, the bottle is verified to verify the requests for paid, come show the requests already paid. In both cases, up to 5 values and historical information from the plot can be requested. A thousand thanks. After passing to this state, an e-mail to the mailbox will be sent by indicating that it is
necessary to communicate with the corresponding office with an error was found. In this way, an image is displayed with these conditions. Please communicate e-mail with the corresponding office to continue with the trismus. Depending on the chosen payment method, you will be the steps that should be followed to end the payment. b. In this way,
all the trismus can be done on the internet, without having to personally attend any DNC office, both in Montevideo and inside the PAã. Application 107192 Corps: Dear User: we communicate that the informed dial of Matters 2 is already sent to the delegated office indicated by you. 16 (3) 1 Enter the system to enter the system, go to the National
Cadastre Management website from some Internet browsers. In the list it works with a selected application we can view, modify or delete any request. (9) 3 Management of applications to manage the requests entered, after inserting the system should cut the bottle consultancy applications and enter the men of men. If the electronic payment Boton
is Pica, you can pay that request that was chosen to pay that way. Last origin (sponsor and corresponding plan) in the event that the request does not correspond to any of these alternatives, the system indicates it with an appropriate message. Ã â € š oth unit: unit sword. (5) In the event that the application is not contemplated in the list of admitted
options, it must insert it through a file in the admission table of the corresponding delegated office. To continue, you need to delete any of the information requested: â € â € â If you want to delete a story of the plot: you should leave the option empty. Only real historical values or historical basic values for tax payment. Remember that the
corresponding contact information of all our offices are on our website. c. Entering it, there is the next window to enter the system and start working with it, it is necessary to cut the Boton that enters the system. (12) To pay an electronic application, these steps must be followed. The operations that we can perform in this section of the system are to
seek requests, in addition to seeing them, modifying or deleting them and the possibility of paying an electronic application. (6) 2 income of the application after having authenticated correctly, we can insert applications. Â € â € â · Identification data of the application is the application date of the application: the current predefined date. Last origin
(previous and corresponding plan) 3. 2 Historical information of the plot. (8) Once the desired data is placed, the confirmation bottle must be cut to insert the application to the system. In both cases, up to 5 values and historical information from the plot can be requested. The new system allows the user to request an informed cup by admitting three
alternatives of information to be included in the document issued: 1 only real historical values or historical basic values for payment of the payment of It should be remembered that the system admits three alternatives to include in the document: 1. In case of not receiving the informed immersion in the planned period, it should check if the declared
mailbox is correct. In this way, the system returns to the previous view and once it should be cut in the authentication Boton. In the event that a cup is requested for the 1st of Montevideo. Â © Dula Informa: 107191 BODY: Dear User: we communicate that the informed immersion of the PPPP PPPP corresponding to the application 107191, dated:
30/10/15 was successfully generated. Based on the clip of applications, it is possible to apply operations that can be applied to a request (previously selecting it). Ã â € š Š venue: identification of the block (in the case of pH, if applicable). In both cases it is possible to request up to 5 values. Transiorly, and until 29/02/2016 the DNC admit the
application for informed divers, pursuant to the pre -existing modalities (withdrawal and payment of the cadastral office rate to choose from). Raver: Department of the Community: Montevideo Localitã: Montevideo Masterã³n: 1 please not respond to this e-mail. The first filter that appears is the date. Payment method: the way in which the Dula is
paid is chosen. 3 2 income of application ... Raver: horizontal department: Montevideo Location: Montevideo Matters: 2 Block: E/S: Unit: 2 Do not respond to this e-mail. Is ãstâ € ŠIPS in the event that the payment method is an exempted payment: in the drop -down men in PDF format (this is in digital format presented). Next to the date of the date,
there is a calendar icon to search for dates, without the need to insert them In order to record a user, the conditions for the request for informed divers must have been accepted first. In the case of the search for applications, we have several filters that will allow us to limit the torso. If it is fine and even does not receive this cup, you can make the
complaint through the option that appears in the lead of the men of upper men: contact the aid table and provide an alternative mailbox. (4) Before you can enter, it is essential to read the existing conditions on informed sweets. 12 4 Contact the guide table ... 9 3.1 Electronic payment of applications ... remember to submit the cadastral rate at the
time of pension, from 10 to 13 3.1 electronic payment of applications if a request is in a state in Revision with the state of payment to be paid, can be paid electronically, for which men should be open before requests, then select the desired application to finally cut the electronic payment bottle. After correcting them, the first message of the previous
two should appear. After entering a new request from the informed cup, an email confirmation reach the mail. For one, this set of e -mail requests, we can make any consultation on the functioning of the system. The informed sweets will be issued within 72 hours of the application. In both cases it is possible to request up to 5 values. (17) Attached to
the User at the top in the event that the system is being inserted for the first time, it is necessary to create a user and therefore be able to insert/manage applications. The system returns to this view if you want to continue working with some other requests. You can select up to 5 (five) years. It should be noted that Botã © Picarel confirm, the system
sent to Declared indicates your e-mail account an e-mail with the user admitted to the first field and a self-generated password. To do it, we choose the application, choose the option of this list and cut the Boton next to it. To receive the document it is necessary to make the corresponding payment, which can be made by the system itself. Otherwise,
pungent to return, he returns to the initial menade of the system. d. Application 107129 Corps: Estimated user: we make the informed corpses corresponding to the application 107129, dated 30/12/15. Rondeau 1437 Horray: L A V from 09:30 to 3:00 h Telã © Fono: Before the Emergency Plan of Coronavirus, you can see special programs, you can see
the official Cadastre declaration. Interior: at the counter of the corresponding delegated office. Horeorio: from Monday to Friday from 09:30 to 15:00 in the event that a informed cup of the 1st of Montevideo, of Common Raven is required, being 107227 the number of application generated, the E -Mail in Question had the following question and the
corresponding body: Subject: DNC - Enter the income request for C described by there: 107227 body: dear user: we communicate that the question for the informed sponsor: 1 was admitted to the system. Together with the change of state, an e-mail arrives at his e-mail indicating that he should pay the cost of the cã © to acquire it. Agrim Fernando
hospitaleche - ciudelacosta@catatro.gb.uycerro Largo, delegated office of cadastre de cerro largo - Melocolonia, delegate office of cadastre de coloniaurazno, delegate office of cadastre de cadast office of cadastry de delgadtrod, delgats deladtrod delgats office of Cadastry delinida delinida , Office of Cadastre of Cadastry Delinida, Delingfroid,
Delegate Office of Cadastre de Cadastrus of the Cadastry Office, Delagade Delagade Delgats Deladts Delads Deladts Delads Off. - Minasmaldonado, delegate of Cadastre de Maldonomaldonado, delegated office of Cadastre de Piriã £ âcholisirecciã³n: ã ¢ AV. Uruguay S/N between Ayacucho and Chacabuco - Center cã © Vico (Superiore) Telã £ Â ©
phono: ã ¢ 4432 2703ing. Since 2017, Downs shipping Cadastral can be requested for free through the website of the National Cadastre Directorate: . Portation.Run In the case of informed Cadastral Dulce, the lawyer should be presented in the office with the corresponding form signed by the teacher. Picando appears a screen with all the fields that
we must fill in in order to create a new application. Each of the sections and fields is briefly explained. Raver: horizontal department: Montevideo Location: Montevideo (11) Spadge: 2 Block: E/S: Unit: 3 Do not respond to this e-mail. As the message says, in the e-mail the Cè © the Dula corresponding to suffering 2 and to unity 2. To perform the
conditions of the bottle on the emission of informed sweets. Once the payment has been made, there is a period from 24 to 48 hours in which the immersion is sent to the corresponding mailbox. To do it, next to the bottle of authentication, we find applications. In any of the cases, a payment option must first be selected and then cut the continuous
bottle. You can only request one of the following É £ TEM: a. Â € â € œfish: one of the Pase departments. Â € â € š · Apple: Apple of the sponsors (in case of pH urbanization). In the case of applications with electronic payment, the status of the application will be paid once the payment is made. It is possible to request up to 2 of the following ã £ Teat: data of the top -recorded top floor. Historical real values or historical basic values for tax payment. Recording of the read plating data. A Selected, the screen that allows us to create the user data to be created will be displayed. In it, we insert from which date we want to view the applications and those inserted from the date selected forward. Form:
Cadastral Cadula informed Trisma in lines (asset / horizontal / rural property of apartment). Unit . Modification date of the area. 6 3 Management of applications ... ãho â € â € · information referring to master: ãorth ã â raver: it can be common, horizontal property, rural à â³ uph. So you should cut Boton to return to the previous page and insert the
user and password to access the system. The official enters the question on the DNC portal. Only historical information of the plot. If the office does not have the information necessary to perform the cup, the status of the application will be lacking data to inform, with a state of payment in revision. Otherwise, you should enter the username and
password. Once the process is finished, the Boton returns to the menue £ Âº returns to the previous screen. After this period, the only qualified modality will be the application with electronic payment. In the event that it requires a standard of standard 2, Unit over the Montevideo, whose application number is 107192, said that the form had the form:
object: DNC - there are informed Dula sent to the delegated office. On the other hand, if the message shown is inserted with an unregistered user or his password is not correct. The DNC is not responsible in the event that its mailbox is not correct, its sub is complete or present other difficulties that prevent the normal sending of the c has informed
them. - Last origin (front and corresponding plan) 3 historical real values or values Historian for tax payment. So you will have admitted with a user or an incorrect key. By cutting the Boton, the system asks to confirm that the selected application will be paid electronically. You can request up to 2 of the following è £ TEM: a. If the application is for
payment with a cadastral rate, the state of payment at any time is in the revision phase, changing the status of the application. (14) To pay with any of the banks that appear in the list, the corresponding option is chosen and the steps are followed to complete the transaction. On the internet in person for life see list of the addresses of Montevideo,
Montevideodireciã³n: Av. Gral. 20.500 - Central Central Urban -Local Coast 103telã © Phaon: ã ¢ âvelop 2682 6659ing. The same (in the event that a cup of horizontal raver of Montevideo, suffering 2 and units 2 is required), has the following characteristics: object: DNC - Send to CONE, informed. Agrim. For example, if a cup of an application is
generated and sent to the indicated office, the state of the application changes to the diver sent to the delegate, also sending an e-mail to your box with a notice for what he knows that yours Cup is prompt to retire. Ã â € œEt/ss: if one of them wants to enter, and (mezzanine) or s (subsuole) must be inserted. That is, selecting the empty locker. 2.
Remember that the application chosen must have a review and a state of payment to be paid. In the event that there are no errors in the data, the messages are displayed: ã â € Â · the application was inserted in the system, to view it to manage the applications in the main menu is henâ € Ž the data is been added. If this message is displayed, the
information must be corrected and reconstructed in the confirmation bottle, or communicate with the corresponding office. It can be for electronic payment, payment with a rate or an exonerated payment (applies if the applicant is it Dependence on the state, authorized for such purposes). Ã â € â othing position: corresponding to the chosen
department. In the event that the Cè © may not be issued for some reason, by the delegated office, the status of the application will be indicated as without data. (15) In the box at the top right of the Cã ©, the type of payment of the same is indicated. - Date of modification of the area. If, on the other hand, the office if it has the necessary information,
the cup is generated and the changes to the state of payment to be paid, with a pending application. In the entrance screen, the recording boton must be cut for the first time located to the right of the screen. The information is cited by the DNC EMATIONICO VO in a period between 48 and 72h. Ã â € š Š · MASTERHN: number of sponsorships. It has
a deadline of about 48 hours. In addition to requesting the internet, users of our body have declared Cadastral Cadula informed, they will receive it through his and -mail, in the mailbox declared at the time of registration. The option appears if the payment method is with a cadastral rate. J.T. Gonzã © Ztelã © Phaono: ã ‚4332 2057 Encargado ing.
The conditions mentioned should be accepted by selecting the option I accept the terms. Ã â € â · delegated Office where to send your Cè ©: the office is selected in which the c has the le. Alejandro Bonjourã ¢ - sanjosese@catatro.guub.uysorian, delegated office of cadastre de soriano - Mercestacuarembã³, delegate Office of Cadastre di
Tacuarembã³reintreint â © Informed Dulas (external user module) (2) Content 1 Enter the system ... ... ...
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